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IDENTIFICATION AND COMMUNICATION OF PRODUCT ATTRIBUTES:
RELATION TO VERTICAL COORDINATION IN BEEF MARKETING

Wayne D. Purcell

Initially, permit me to delineate the perspective from which I operated

in preparing this paper. The orientation of the workshop as a whole is

roughly one of exploration into the economic forces and variables which have

impact on how, and the extent to which, beef marketing activities are effectively

coordinated along the vertical continuum. Within this broad orientation, I

view my assignment to be an examination of the relationship between the

effectiveness with which value-related product characteristics are identified

and communicated and the type of vertical coordination we observe in the

beef marketing system. Hopefully, such an examination will help to clarify

developing forces for change and facilitate specification of important

researchable problems associated with vertical coordination in the beef

marketing system.

The concept of "type" of vertical coordination requires explanation.

Mighell and Jones differentiate between vertical coordination and vertical

integration [5].1 The terminology "vertical integration" is reserved for

those situations in which vertically related activities are coordinated via

ownership and consequently, via administrative decree. Vertical integration

is therefore the polar extreme from a situation in which marketing activities

1-The numbers in brackets refer to the reference sources listed at the
end of the paper.
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are coordinated vertically by an exchange system with separate control

(ownership) at the various levels of activity. There is virtually an in-

finite number of combinations of the two somewhat diverse procedures.

Figure 1 illustrates this by depicting the various alternatives as a

continuum which bridges the gap between the two extremes. It should be

Figure 1. Alternative Ways of Achieving Vertical

Coordination in Beef Marketing

Open-Market

Exchange
System

Intermediate Possibilities
Vertically
Integrated
System 

clear that I am viewing vertical integration as one of many possible ways

of coordinating vertically related activities. Because it represents a

departure in terms of ownership and control, it has proven useful to "break

out" vertical integration for purposes of discussion and analysis.

It is the central thesis of this paper that inability of the open-

market exchange system to achieve effective vertical coordination in the

beef marketing system has been a primary causal factor underlying developing

tendencies toward vertical integration or control through administrative

decree. I will not be able to offer conclusive proof of this, nor will the

mustering of proof be my main objective. Rather, I will proceed to (1) indi-

cate, conceptually, basic deficiencies in the open-market system, (2) offer

limited empirical verification of selected deficiencies in the open-market

system, and (3) propose a program of research which would confirm (or dis-

confirm) the thesis outlined above.
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Deficiencies in the Open-Market Systeml

Conceptualization of the beef marketing system as a system of com-

munication brings a somewhat different prespective to marketing problems.

In the final analysis, the effectiveness with which communication pro-

cesses are conducted--considering both what is communicated and how it is

communicated-will determine whether coordinated activity will be the rule

rather than the exception. If separately owned economic functions are to

be effectively coordinated, then uncertainty, misconception, and ignorance

cannot exist. Such is not the case in the beef marketing system.

A "deficiency" which permeates all facets of the beef marketing system

is that of limited perspectives on the part of system participants. Quite

bluntly, participants at the various (vertical) levels are often either

unaware they are part of a system or choose to operate as if they were

independent of the system. This is to be expected--managers of separately

owned operations owe first allegiance to profit or growth goals as specified

by a policy making board. Often, these goals are formulated as if the opera-

tion were independent of other operations in the vertical continuum. You

are familiar with examples of this: the cattle feeder who delights in the

"up" market and ignores the problems supply variability causes the packer;

the packer who resisted dual grading because he could see problems in con-

verting to the "new procedure" in the short run; the commission agency who

1-Comments in this section are drawn primarily from Wayness D. Purcell,
An Appraisal of the Information System in Beef Marketing, Unpublished Ph.D.--r
Dissertation, Michigan State University, 1966. More complete coverage of
this area can be found in Wayne D. Purcell, An Appraisal of the Information 
System in Beef Marketing--An Application of Communication Theory, Economic
Research Service, USDA (in process). For other treatments, see references
[7] and [8].
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did not seek a new role in a market structure characterized by direct

marketing. And there is another culprit--the researcher who severs the

threads of interrelation in isolating a "function" for purposes of analysis

and then forgets to knot those threads when drawing his conclusions. Con-

sequently, we know too little of the costs to the individual participants

of their tendency toward isolationism.

At a less abstract level, inadequacies in the descriptive terminology

constitute what I have called an obstacle to effective communication in

beef marketing--and a most serious obstacle at that [6]. Those value-

related product attributes which are never identified can scarcely be priced.

Yet, we know USDA and university researchers have found variations in value

(at retail) between Choice grade carcasses of similar weight in excess of

$100.00. If a system of price signals, premiums and discounts, is to be

effective as a coordinating device, then the product attributes which affect

product value must be identified, categorized, and brought into the process

of exchange. Only recently has there been any movement toward acceptance of

improvements over the woefully inadequate quality grades. Yield grades are

now being used at something other than a nominal level.

Yet another obstacle, a stumbling block, which can offset theoretical

improvements in the descriptive terminology or operating procedure is what

I have referred to as variable conditions of exchange [6, 9].

Implicit to the price discovery process involving negotiation between

buyer and seller is the assumption of mutual and full understanding concerning

any related variables which potentially affect value determination. But what
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if the assumed conditions are not met? For example, consider the situation

which prevailed in carcass grade and weight sales prior to the P & S regu-

lations on "cooler shrink" of 1968. In the absence of such controls, the

taking of pencil shrinks in excess of actual shrink by a buyer can bias

price. Negotiated prices can be "bid up," artificially inflated, to make

the buyer's bid look more favorable. The producer makes subsequent decisions

on the basis of a price which is not really indicative of "true" carcass

value. What happens to the coordinative function of the price mechanism if

such occurs?

Such deficiencies in the communication system (and there are others)

in beef marketing would be expected to precipitate measures to offset

uncertainties which remain. Conceptually, a move to establish control over

such uncertainties would be the predicted reaction.' By degree, this con-

tributes to a move away from an open-market exchange system. Specification

of the uncertainties via contractual procedures constitute the first important

departure. Variables such as price, date, weighing conditions, shrink, etc.

are "pinned down." Movement to complete control via ownership (vertical

integration) the most extreme departure. Packer feeding of cattle, on either

a contractual basis or in packer-owned facilities, provides an example of

moves away from the open-market exchange procedure. Whatever the results,

I firmly believe an attempt to reduce the uncertainty associated with quality

1Mighell and Jones differentiate between various contractual procedures
in terms of the degree to which uncertainties, especially price uncertainty,
is transferred [5]. Clifton notes vertical integration is likely to arise
from packer uncertainty with regard to price, market, and relative bargaining
position [1].
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and quantity variability was the initial motivation for packer feeding of

cattle. And I predict packer attempts to establish more extensive control

of their raw material supply in the future.

Empirical Confirmation-Briefly 

Indications of the inaccuracy of price signals, especially for live-

weight sales, are scattered throughout the literature.1 I would like to

refer you to work being carried out by Tom Stout at Ohio State University.

Table 1 provides an indication of what Stout labels as "live price error,"

the error arising from the inability of exchange processes to convey accurate

Table 1. An Indication of "Live Price Error"*

Adjusted

Carcass Sale Price  Live Live Price Error

Grade Actual Adjusted Price Per Cwt. Per Head

C-3.1 $46.00 $44.70 $26.64 +$0.36 +$ 3.70

G-2.5 45.00 45.00 27.45 - 0.95 - 9.83

P-1.5 46.00 47.90 29.46 - 3.36 - 34.10

P-3.3 46.00 44.30 26.93 + 0.87 + 8.70

C-3.4 46.00 44.10 27.03 + 0.67 + 6.80

C-5.0 47.00 42.60 25.22 + 3.78 + 38.18

C-2.6 48.00 47.80 30.31 - 2.91 - 29.83

C-3.8 44.50 41.90 26.31 - 0.56 - 5.35

G-3.5 44.00 42.10 27.03 - 1.13 - 11.81

C-1.6 44.00 45.80 29.40 - 3.10 - 31.50

G-2.1 44.00 44.80 28.04 - 2.24 - 22.62

*Thomas T. Stout, Implementing Improved Pricing Accuracy for Cattle 

and Beef, Paper presented at a Seminar on Long-Run Adjustments in the Live-

stock-Meat Industry (NCR-61), Chicago, November 6-7, 1968, Appendix Table 4.

lUsually research efforts are related to such factors as the magnitude

of errors in grading the live animal, inconsistencies between carcass and live

grades, etc. See [3],[4],[10], and [12].
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1),1 indications of value vertically through the system. Eleven animals of

approximately equal live and carcass weights are used to illustrate the

point. Stout reports he has the data for similar analyses on nearly

1,000 animals [10].

Even if such errors "average out" for the buying packer, a premise

I am not prepared to accept, we must confess much of the coordinative

capacity of price is lost in the process. Important value-related product

attributes are simply glossed over and ignored. As a consequence, we see

tendencies toward situation-oriented specification buying in the carcass

beef market and a promoting of contractual procurement practices by packers

in the live cattle market. Again, however, vertical integration emerges

as a possible remedy--the packer feeding and slaughtering his own cattle

reduces the cumulative pricing error by eliminating points of exchange which

require guessing at yield, carcass grade, and such important determinants

of value.

The economic implications of varying pencil shrinks in carcass grade

and weight sales, one important "condition of exchange," has been explored

in an Oklahoma study [11j. We found the ranges in pencil shrinks Oklahoma

feeders are asked to take to be both broad and variable. Figure 2 illustrates

this point, recording the responses of 13 feeders, each with lot capacity of

1,000 head or more, who were selling most of their cattle via carcass grade

and weight. The replies of the feeders are shown in terms of deviations from

1.25 percent, assumed to be a representative shrink for an overnight chill in

most modern coolers.
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Figure 2. Pencil Shrinks Oklahoma Feeders Are Asked to Take in Carcass

Grade and Weight Sales: Deviations from 1.25 Percent

Deviations +2.
in

Percent

+1

0

-1

-2

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

19 10

It is apparent that a pencil shrink of 3 percent had emerged as some-

thing of a "standard" upper limit and was the shrink most often encountered

by the feeders. If a pencil shrink of 3 percent is taken with actual shrink

at 1.25 percent, price is "biased" by $.70 per cwt.--a negotiated price of

$40 per cwt. converts to a "real price" of $39.29 per cwt.1

These two very brief illustrations by no means exhaust the available

evidence in support of the position that the open-market system is deficient

as a coordinating device in the beef marketing system. Such a stand should

not be construed as an indictment of the price mechanism--in an increasingly

complex system, the impact of related variables becomes more apparent.

1For example, consider a 600-pound carcass. With a 3 percent pencil

shrink and a negotiated price of $40.00, the producer is paid for a carcass

valued at $232.80 (5.82 x $40.00). Based on actual shrink weight of 5.925

cwt., we calculate a "real price" of $39.29 per cwt. ($232.80 f 5.925).
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Knowledge of price-related variables is not equally available to buyer and

seller. This was apparent in the previous discussion on carcass grade and

weight sales procedures. All important value-related product attributes

are not identified and brought into the pricing process. Put more simply,

the price mechanism alone can no longer comprise an effective communication

system in beef marketing--if it ever did. And incorporation of the price-

related variables which could make the price mechanism a more effective

communicator has not been autonomous. As Gray points out, this does not

mean price is no longer important; other considerations are increasing in

relative importance and the role of price is altered by moves to specifi-

cation buying, contractual arrangements, and at the extreme, vertical inte-

gration [2].

A Research Possibility

There are no immediately obvious pegs on which a researcher can hang

his hat in this area of vertical coordination. The terminology "vertical

coordination" is merely descriptive of economic forces at work in beef

marketing and is not, therefore, a researchable problem in anything other

than a trivial sense. If researchable problems are to be identified, they

will surely be grounded in the economic implications associated with changing

means of achieving vertically coordinated activity in the beef marketing

system. I would anticipate that the focus of this Workshop will be just

such economic implications.

Many of the more important implications may appear as changes in

observable performance in the beef marketing system. In the final analysis,
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it is performance with which we must be concerned. The niche in which I

have temporarily settled is concerned with the communicative effectiveness

which accompanies the prevailing operating procedure. The operating pro-

cedure will, in turn, determine--in a causal sense--important characteristics

of system performance. The immediate task is one of proposing research

which reduces or eliminates obstacles to effective communication associated

with current and predictable means of achieving vertical coordination in

beef marketing.

Before proceeding, permit me to state explicitly the hypothesis which

has taken shape during the discussion to this point: Persistent uncertainties,

associated with deficiencies in the open-market exchange system, are primary

causal factors in effecting movement away from the open-market exchange

system as a coordinating medium toward contractual measures or vertical inte-

gration. By adding the supposition that the impact of such causal factors

can be reduced or eliminated via delineation of their presence and economic

impact, a meaningful working hypothesis is formulated. Note such research

orientation does not require a value judgment concerning the type of vertical

coordination which should prevail. Even if obstacles to more effective

coordination via open-market exchange procedures were eliminated, the tendency

toward contractual arrangements and/or vertical integration may continue.

However, the transition would be more nearly guided by informed decision and

choice instead of necessity.

Operating from such a perspective, I offer the following as a statement

of objectives for a station project which has potential to become an integral

part of a regional research effort:
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1. Delineate basic operating goals and strategies of cattle feeders

and meat packers insofar as exchange activities are concerned.

2. Outline primary uncertainties confronting feeders and packers

respectively in a synthesized open market exchange system, given

an expression of operating goals and objectives.

3. Isolate past, current, and pending reactions to uncertainties as

they have precipitated moves away from open-market exchange activity.

4. Examine the impact of strategical moves or adjustments on the pro-

cedure by which vertical coordination is achieved in the beef

marketing system.

a. Examine changes in the role of the conventional open-market

exchange system.

b. Project future changes in the manner in which vertical coordi-

nation of beef marketing activities will be achieved.

5. Draw inferences relating to the effectiveness with which value-

related product attributes will be identified and communicated in

developing and projected means of vertically coordinating beef

marketing activities.

I will not elaborate in detail upon procedure. Decision models would

provide a basis for isolating goals and goal incompatibilities. The impli-

cations of such incompatibilities could then be measured in terms of message

or price signal distortion. Once basic information is generated on goals,

feasible strategical adjustments, etc., a small-scale simulation could be

used to explore the implications of alternative strategical moves. Similarly,
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developing tendencies in terms of operating procedure could be projected

and simulation procedures employed to establish a basis for inferring the

communicative effectiveness which could be expected given various feasible

operating procedures. Overall, development of appropriate methodology would

be an integral part of the total effort.
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